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n
"Why," you ask, "does a

S

magazine like
Mission ¡rroduce a special issue on Christianity and the Arts for a ¡reople like us?
I'laven't we always lelt that art is lor rhe
arty, and out ol place in a movement with
rural roots like ours? "
Well, we may have felt that way, but in
¡rractice we have alfirmed all sorts ol
art-good and bad. For example, I know
ol a little church with a huge painting
above the pulpit. A gigantic eye stares
balefully from on high, accompanied by

the ominous caption "'fhere's an allsee¡ng e.ye watching you." And time
would lail me to recall all the sermons
which utilized charts and drawings outlining the way to heaven. The Lutherans
have their banners, to inspire and decor,
ate; we have our slides and bedsheets, to
instruct.
So what we're about is asking what art

should mean in connection with the
gospel. Baptistry paintings are out now.
Should anything else be in? Two very
capable guest editors, Henry Goodspeed
and Mark Smith, and their contributors
reflect on all this in the pages to flollow.
Goodspeed is a multi-media man and
educational director at the University
Avenue church in Austin. Smith is assistant dean in the University of Texas'
school ol line arts. Our thanks lor their
work and insight.
If you're interested in more ol this sort

of

thing, you may want to order the

Spring/Summer 1916 issue ol the
magazine Ails ¡n Sociefy. It's a special
issue devoted to "Religious Communities
and the Arts," edited by Jan.res Buell, ad-

ministrator of the Religious Communities
lor the Arts. To order, send g4 to the
RCFA, Room 519, 287 Park Avenue
South, New York, New York 10010.
We're movingl Mission has lound

a

more central location, which should make
the eclitor more accessible lor those ol
you who woulcl like to host a Mission
seminar. The eclitorial olfices are now located at the Central Church ol Christ in
Irving, Texas-next door to the Dallas-

Fort Worth airport. I'll be working with
thç Central congregation halltirne, as
minister ol human concerns. Our new address is 1710 West Airport Freeway, lrving, 'Iexas 7 5062, Let us hear lrom you.
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By !-{ENRY COODSPEED

It was the summer of 197 4, and I was walking down the
sidewalk towarcl the front door of a large two story house.
My wolk that year brought me into marly a living room,
and this house seemed to be just another address on my
endless list.

A maid came to the cloor, ushered me into the living
room, and formally announced my arrival, projecting her
words up the stairs to the second floot'.
Coming into a strange home is always thrilling for me.
First, eyes adjust to the light, then senses are bombarded
with all sorts of foreign odors and textures. 'Ihis house was
immaculately clean, but had a slightly stâle odor. The
carpet was evenly worn and tightly woverl with an interesting pattern.
Still standing, I noticed a large painting above the fireplace. Walking closer, I stood belore a breathtaking canvas. Subdued tones portrayed a long suspension bridge on
a dark night. The grays and greens were so dark that you
could hardly make out the bridge at all. I felt lonely. The

signature--Monet.
I began looking about. The color scheme of the entire

room was centered around the Monet. I also saw
numerous other works ol art, paintings as well as
sculptures. There must have been at least l'ifty art objects-all neatly placed on attractive shelves ol hanging on
walls,

A distinguished, aged gentleman entered the room. I{e
was dressed in loose fìtting black troLlsers and a white
shirt. IJis shoulders stoopecl slightly and he movecl slowly.
He introduced himself with a heavy German accent.
By this time I had f olgotten my errand and we talkecl
about his art. E,ventually, the conversation merged with a
discussion of my seminary work. "Art and theology are
IIenr.y Goodspeed is educat ir¡n tninister .lor ¡he Universit.y
Avenue Churc'h o.l Christ in Austin,'l'exas. Ilis senior project.for
¡he M. Div. degree./rom Princeton v,as on 'fhe Art,g and Worship.

one in our fàmiiy. Clare Schumann ancl Brahms were frequent guests in our home in the old country.
"Actually, our art collection was much larger, but many
of the paintings were destroyed by the Nazis. We were able
to escape with some of the works, yet we have never outlived our fear of having more of our art destroyed. Tell no
one the whereabouts of this art."
I was speechless. I had never seen this much art in a
home before. I was also feeling very special. This stranger
had, in a matter of moments, revealed to me his fascinat-

ing life story.
The old man's next statement caught me conpletely ofT
guard. "Would you care to see the rest of the collection? "
The second room wâs larger than the first. It was in fact
a small gallery filled with works-most of which were by
either Pissarro or Renoir. At one end of the gallery was the
famous "Girl ln A llonnett" by Renoil.
It must have been a strange scene indeed. I was wearing
my work clothes-white housepainter's trousers and shirt

splattered with various colors of paint. The maid was
scrubbing the floor, spreading a towel out for me to stand
on as I made my way around the room. My host-hands
claspecl behincl his back, swaying back and

forth-became

the tour guicle, strolling along in front of nte, telling the
story of each painting. "This is a great painting by a lesser
known artist," he woulcl say, ot "Many copies have been
made of, this one."
I gazed at the paintings for a long fime, and as I emerged
lrom the house the sky seemed less bright. I had lost track
of time.
It hacl been an emotional alternoon lor me. I was exhausted. It was as though I was working with each artist to
make his work ¿r personal experience.

"lhe memory of an old mall, a conversation, an art col!
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A Cose for Artw¡th Al I lts Teeth
"...God does not osk for
'religious art'...The art

He wants for Himself is
art. With all its teeth."
-Jacques

Maritain

By Mork L, Smith
Despite a heritage of artistic indifference, there are signs

that the Churches of Christ are beginning to find a place
for the arts in the life of the church. Traveling dramatists

are entertaining-and exhorting-many congregations.
There is a heightened interest in the classic music of the
Christian heritage, as well as in contemporary musical expressions of the faith. Serious poetry appears in some of
our journals, and at least one congregational collection of
poetry and prose has been published.* Abstract monumental sculpture can be seen on the campus of a Christian
university (see cover), and critically viable art is creeping

out of student and faculty studios into our
facilities-if not into our churches.

One might ask if this is really a fair assessment. But the
more basic question may be, "So what if it is? " What does
"aesthetics" have to do with the gospel? Where is our
commission to incorporate art into the life of the church?
In fact, isn't there a sense in which we are obligated to
keep art out of the church?
Questions like these can best be answered by taking
another look at the gospel. Two of its most basic doctrines,
creation and the cross, are crucial to an understanding of

the role of the arts in the church.

Theology of Creation

collegiate

the sometimes disturbing-always provoking-world of

The theology of creation is an ancient doctrine which
Protestantism ignored until the last few decades. We in
the American Restoration tradition have recited and defended the Genesis account, but we have missed many of
creation theology's consequences for our life in Christ.

contemporary art.
Indeed, such signs are encouraging, but they are still iso
lated cases in a religious environment that is generally

phrase of Genesis 1:"And God saw that it was good." That
is, in spite of its fallenness, this world of tangible matter is

Some of our recent church architecture has taken a step
towad functional and aesthetic integrity. In addition, our
congregations include a number of prolessional artists
whose active presence continually exposes the members to

apathetic toward the arts, and sometimes downright
hostile toward them. All in all, we have learned very little
from two millenia of rich artistic tradition in the church,
and we often persist in ignoring contemporary art forms as
well.

Mark Smith studied art at Abilene Christian University and
the Universit.y o./'Texas, where he is presently odministraîive assistant ro the dean o/'the college o.f fine arts. His Master's thesis
examined the theolog,icol motivation behind the landscapes oJ'
John Constoble.
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The heart

of the doctrine is found in that

recurring

inherently good. This flies in the face of Platonically infested mentalities which tend to perceive matter as evil,
and non-matter (or spirit) as good. We need to rediscover
our Judaic roots and reaffirm the sacredness of soil, bone,
flesh, and fìber.
And we must not forget the event which sanctifìes creation-the incarnation. It was into this world that God
came. Thus, every time we turn up our noses at the earthi'The First Brentwood Anthology, Brentwood Church of Christ, 6701
Arroyo Seca, Austin, Texas 78757. Paperback, 79 pp.,93.

ness of our planet, we insult not only the Creator, but E,m-

manuel**God wth us.
Our physical bodies are also part ol the good creation.
God designed the human anatomy to inclucle the senses.
Surely God's gift ol lif'e, and espæially of life in Christ, includes an obligation to fulfill our creatureliness, as far as it
is possible for each of us. We would think it a great tragedy
if some person with all the magnificent potential of a
human being chose to sit motionless until nuscles withered away. And yet, we allow our sensitivity to atrophy
from disuse or abuse.
Some psychologists of art have pointed out that western
man as a whole has become perceptually illiterate. We
have bombarded our sense of sight with visual pollution
and have failed to discipline our eyes. We no longer see the
world with understanding; we simply look at it. To the extent that we have dissipated our perception, we are incapable of fulfilling that aspect of our creatureliness before
God.
The arts have a unique role to play in educating our
senses and in celebrating our bodies and our environment.

To be sure, great art involves the intermixing of man's intellectual, emotional, and sensory faculties, but it may be
on the sensory level that the theological signifìcance of art

is most apparent.
The artist's celebration of the woricl has been compared

to the priest's celebration of the sacraments. Rembrandt's
luscious detail, Constable's verdant images, and Roualt's
radiant colors all celebrate the glory of God's earth.
This priestly artistic role is seen in its most concentrated
form in non-objective art, where the formal elements and
materials operate independently of representational subject matter. In a painting like Mark Rothko's "Number
10," the paintei invites us to celebrate with him the simple
joy of yellow and white and blue, of soft texture and infinite space, of basic form. He has boiled down the earthly
sacraments to their raw ingredients, and has touched our
primal love of their dignity and beauty.

Theology of the Cross
If the doctrine of creation invites us to be whole beings
and to celebrate the world, the doctrine of the cross invites
us to judge ourselves and our world. The cross is the ultimate reminder that God's creation has been spoiled by sin,
and that his remedy was more drastic than we could imagine.

The cross is part of the Christian confession, and as the
people of God, we have a theological mandate to be critical

of ourselves and of our culture. We must call down judg
ment, as Amos and Jesus did, on injustice and oppression
and hypocrisy. The cross is our imperative to expose man's

sin in all of its ugliness.
Art, because of its devotion to truth, often functions as
a prophetic critic of its culture. The history of art includes
not only Monet's fields of pretty flowers but also Goya's
war atrocities. As Christians we must appropriate the ugly
art as well as the pretty, for it reveals the truth about our
sin and our need for the Messiah.
The prophetic role of art is clearly exemplified by Pablo
Picasso's awesome painting, "Guernica." Its monumental
scale and its colorlessness help to drive home the word of
judgment, but it is the subject matter of the work and its
grotesque forms which carry the full force of conclemnation. Guernica, a peaceful little Spanish village with no
military significance, was decimated by saturation bombing during the Spanish Civil War. Picasso's acidic portrayal

of the slaughter-screaming

mothers, dead children,
maimed animals---expresses the demonic potential of
man more dramatieally than any verbal sermon ever
r:ould.

,gduMBËR 10'

195O 0ll on canvas,
?,63/e" x 5"11/a" Colleetion, The Museum
of Modern Art, F{ew York. Gift of FhiliB Johnso¡1,
By Mark Rothko'

In addition to this conscious prophetic function of art, it
can also act as a spiritual barometer of one's culture. Art
m¿ìy even celebrate ân aspect of the culture that the Christian community would condemn, but it is still extremely
valuable because it exposes us to reality. We may not like
what Richard Lindner's savage lithographs show us about
the nature of twentieth century western man, but we had
better pay attention, for they provide insight into what we
have beeome.
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'GUERNICA" By Pablo Picasso, X 937. Oil on canvas, 11'51/z" x 25'53/q" On extended loan to The Museum
of Modern Art, New York, from the artist's estate.

Suggestions and Warnings
We have seen that art's place in our life together grows
out of the gospel we confess. But once we affìrm the role
of the arts in the church, how do we go about making their
presence a reality in our congregations? We must begin
with our daily lives. Our attitudes and actions in the home
and at work must reflect our confession that God's world
is inherently good. We must open ourselves to the glories
that come our way every day, to the things that can be
channels of adoration or occasions of judgment.
Little expenditure of effort and money is necessary to
create a healthy asethetic environment in a home. Inex-

pensive reproductions of paintings and sculpture are
readily available. Most cities have a public art museum.
Masterpieces from the history of music are as near as the
radio or phonograph. Literary classics are published in
paperback, and even television occasionally airs great
drama, music, and dance.
Some degree of selectivity is necessary in this cafeteria
of cultural opportunities, but do we not owe it to ourselves
and to our children to develop our critical abilities? How
can we be the whole creatures God wills us to be without
some attempt at aesthetic or at least at sensory develop
ment? Unnourished, our God-created capacities to perceive, to wonder, to imagine will die of malnutrition.
There are some things we can do to bring the arts into
the church when it is gathered for worship and study. We
can let our artistic members display or perform their
works with the blessing and encouragement of our leaders.
We can listen to our musicians, let them teach us how to
sing. We can incorporate paintings ancl sculpture into our
buildings.
Our educational programs, whether in the chulch school
or in the home, also provide opportunities to weave art
into our lives. Our primary thrust should not be toward
198

visual aids but toward sound biblical instruction concern-

ing the role of the arts in the kingdom. Only a

good

theological foundation for the arts can support the responsible use of art as an educational tool.
Our teaching environments also provide opportunities
for the most valuable tool of aesthetic education---exposure. Masterworks of the visual, performing, and literary arts can be integrated into our teaching facilities so that
art itself-not for its own sake but for the sake of God's

whole man--can enrich our lives.

Exposure to the arts need not be limited to the
classroom and home, but can take place on field trips to
museums and theaters. The success of such outings can be
enhanced through preparatory and follow-up discussions
of the experiences from a JudeoChristian point of view.
In addition to general exposure to the arts, a sensitive
teacher can find countless examples in which a specifìc artistic form, technique, or subject matter is parallel to a
biblical lesson. For instance, a lesson on the humanity of
Jesus could be supported by a contrast of Rembrandt's
realistic treatment of the crueifìxion with Rubens' more
idealized interpretation. Or, a lesson on the story of
Abraham could be enlivened with photos of artifacts from
the patriarch's homeland, ancient Sumeria.
It would even be good for educational programs to
engage the members themselves in creative activities.

Fro

ducing art-painting or writing or porforming a play-is its
own reward in terms of creation theology, and can also
produce valuable illustrative material. (The illustrative role
of art is of secondary importance to the ehureh and it is
this type that is most often abused. "Christian art" too
often is neither Christian nor art.)
Another way to appropriate art in the church is to sce
that, when possible, our church buildings themselves are
works of art. This may seem im¡rossible for poor congrega-

tions and perhaps theologically untenable for any*indulgence and bad stewardship are sins. But the best
doesn't necessarily cost the most. Louis Kahn's First
Unitarian Church in Rochester, New York, for example,
has a sanctuary of cinder blocks and raw poured concrete,
but it is great architecture. There is no justifìcation,
theological or economical, for erecting religious structures
that are banal, faddish, or disfunctional.
The arts can enrich the Christian community, but they
can also seduce it. They can curse as well as bless, threaten
as well as nourish, and their sinister aspects are all the
more dangerous because they are often hidden behind a
pretty face.
The greatest danger is idolatry. Art can become a go<1,
especially to our artistically oriented members. It can hap
pen to the artist and to the connoisseur alike. The obsessed
painter can see only his own art; the obsessed connoisseur
sees everything in terms of art.

A similar heresy is the belief that art is the real soul of
religion. This may be partially true of religion which
evolves from mankind's primal need for the holy, or of

some syncretistic super-religion, but it is not the heart of
the gospel revealed in Jesus Christ. The Son of God
himself, with his tasteless cross, is the center of the
Christian kerygma.
Another danger is that art can become just another
status symbol for our elitists. We may want an impressive
building in order to compete with other local edifices. We
may want fashionably illustrated study materials, attrao
tive classrooms, bulletin boards and stationery because of

the status they convey in the religious world, "Good taste"
is indeed a valid by-product of aesthetic awareness, but it
can be a sin when pursued as an end in itself.
But the greatest problem with art in the church is our
prostitution of it. We buy and sell it cheaply for uses which
fall tragically short of its full potential. It was meant for a
vibrant role in the kingdom, but we have squeezed the
blood from it and relegated it to the frontispiece of the

family Bible.
We have confused visual aids, illustration, decoration,
and arts-and-crafts with art. All have their place in the
church; but only art "with all its teeth" can fulfill our Godgiven need for aesthetic

experience.
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*Be Sti[[

and Know That

I Ann God'

As I stood between the family who wept

And the casket that bore her corpse,

I could not find the right words to say,
For what can be said by mere man

To ease the pain of breaking hearts?...
But then You spoke to

-1led

Wimbish

met.

You spoke to us all as we read that great psalmAs we heard the words she loved so...

'fhe psalm that says You are refuge and strength,
"Be still, and know I anl God."
O, God, how often we are not still!
We pray and forget to hear;

And often we seek to lead others to You
By talking too much, I fear;
And only later we see it were best
To be still and listen a while.
Help me, God to know what this means-

"Be still, and Know I am God."
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conveniently that even artists can misrepresent and gravely distort reality. Even the artist stands under the judg'

ment of

Årt ån ffimnËbr
ffihnåståmnåty
By

Allon MeNieol

G'od.

Despite these extremes Christian artists still create and
perform. Why? Dorothy Sayers, whose great mystery sto
ries are now going through a renaissance, reminds us that
the only insoluble mystery is "why should Clod, if there is a
God, create anything at any time, of any kind at all."i
Sayers argues that the only person who could possibly deal
with this question is the artist. But paradoxically, the artist
is the least inclined to bother with such an issue. In his soul

is a vision. The product of the vision is creative activity
and this neecis no further justifìcation. An artist cannot do
anything but create.
It must have been something like that with the early
Christians. In those early centuries of our era, possessed by
a new vision of reality, they took the vast Mediterranean
area by storm. What is often forgotten is that the irnpact
of the gospel message not only radically changed the r+
ligious perception ol the peotrrle of this area, but also
brought a revolution in aesthetic awareness.

THI
A Christian appreciation of the beautiful has to steer a
course between two extremes. There are those who treat
aesthetic concerns as peripheral or even dangerous to the
gospel. John Calvin spent a good portion of his life in
Geneva. Yet there are few sentiments expressed in his
vast literary legacy that would indicate he hacl any appreciation fbr the beauty of the nearby lake or the surrounding terrain. Calvin hacl set his mind on other things.
And, of course, there are always the philistines. In some
circles it is still a mark of a believer in Jesus to be deeply
suspicious ol actors and dramatists and to accept no art âs
valid with the exception of the work of Norman R.ockwell
and A.ndrew Wyeth.
On the other hand we ¿ìre also familiar with those who

PRE-CHR¡STIAN SETT!NG

Classical Greek art and architecture from the sixth century before Christ was possessed with a vision of man as
brave, courageous, and noble. Man was lepresented as
beautiful in form and feature ancl as one who lived in
proper perspective with his environment. This vision of
man was not shared by artists in the oriental areas around

the Mediterranean.
Slowly in the centuries immediately preceding the coming of Christ another view about art began to dominate in

this part of the worlcl. Instead of capturing man as

a

creature with great serenity ancl dignity moving inevitably
toward a fate which was ¡reculiarly appropriate to him, the

artist viewed man and the world as living under the domain of chaotic powers. The cry of the artist and poet was

turn aesthetic appreciation into an idol, Anything and
everything done in the name of art may be lauded ancl
affirmecl, no matter how corrupt the expression. It is as if
creative expression itself is an absolute. Such people forget

for deliverance, not for harmony, F'or example, the friezes
on the ternple of Pergamum (now reconstructed in East
Berlin) give the appearânce that violence and disruptiorr
were of major concern in this culture.
Into this environment came the story of Jesr:s of
Nazareth. Jesus was an enigma. I-Ie appeared as God's

Allan McNicol is a teuclter at the Ilihlical Studies (lenter in
Austin. A s¡teciulist in Nev,7'esîanenf studies, he has al.so
studied eurl.y ()hristian art at Yale University.

agent, announcing the end of the world and the nearness
of paracfise. But he had to hide frorn his countrymenl was
betrayed by a close follower, and suffered the humiliation
201

of death on the cross. The events of the resurrection and
exaltation only deepened the mystery which surrounded
him.

A NEW VIEW OF REATITY
The resolution of these perplexìng paradoxes in the life
of Christ seemed to crystalize in a belief that the Absolute
(God) had entered the world, became actually invoìved in
the struggle with evil in history, ancl finally suffered
humiliation at the hands of men. This meant for the
Christian artist that reality was no longer some great intellectual construct based on a vision of perfect form in an
ideal, unseen world untouched by earthly chaotic powers.
Rather, reality was discovered in the experience of pain
ancl suffering in a cruel world and an ultimate transferral
into a state of spiritual deliverance at death. The true
heroic model for the artist was no longer the brave soldier,
the philosopher at peace with the world, or the man of no
ble birth. Instead, the model for man was an unheralded
Jew who lived in a remote part of the empire, and who
joyfully endured a suffering life to the gallows.
Of course, much of the literary legacy of this new vision

The heroic model for the Christian art¡st
was no longer the brave soldier, or the
philosopher at peace w¡th the world, or the
man of noble birth" lt was an unheralded
few who joyfully endured a suffering life to
the gallows.

of reality still remains. The New Testament is the tip of
this iceberg. But most of the representations of this vision
in the plastic arts are gone. Yet, what remains, particularly
the earliest forms, reminds us of the overwhelming power
of this new vision of reality that was brought to light by the
story of Jesus.
This brings us to the catacombs-those places arouncl
the northern and eastern Mecliterranean where the bodies
of Christians of the second and third centuries wele placed
in expectation of the resurrection. There on dimly lit walls,

or

sometimes

on ornate

sarcophagi, Christian artists

brought to visual expression their new perception of the
way things were.
Frequently in mosaics or friezes they would picture
Christ as the shepherd, To be sure, this theme was already
known in Roman and Hellenistic art through the f unction
of myths surrounding Orpheus. But the Christian, with his
new way of looking at things, saw another aspect to the
'!

0
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idea of shepherd. Davicl, an ancestor of Jesus, was called to
kingship when he was looking after sheep. In the majestic
passage of lsaiah 53 the prophet saw one who was oppressed, afflicted, and led like a lamb to the slaughter.

There was no doubt in the minds of the believers that
these Old Testament occurrences were prefigurations of
Jesus. Furthermore, in the New Testament Jesus is viewed
as the Good Shepherd (John 10). But above all, Peter
refers to him as the "Shepherd and Guardian of your soul"
(l Pet. 2:25). So, it is no wonder that this image adorned
the walls of the catacombs. There was no better way to express the faith in the sure deliverance by Jesus from the
capricious changes of fortune in this life, into the comforting fold of the eternal presence of God.

ther themes in the catacombs also express the same
idea, For example, the Jonah theme is very prominent. By

the second and third centuries after Christ,

rabbinic
legends had greatly expancled the biblical account about
Jonah. In many accounts the view was held that during the
three days Jonah was in the fish, his soul was taken to
heaven and judged. In effect, the Jonah story was turned
into an allegory about the passage of the soul. Similar ideas
based on other accounts were held in the Hellenistic world.
In Matthew l2:40 and Luke 11:30 there is a definite connection between death and resurrection and the travail of
Jonah and Jesus. In the light of this background, it is easy
to see how the early Christians would understand that
Jonah was a prefiguration of Jesus.2

It is plain from a study of the themes just noted that the
motif of deliverance lrom suffering and hope fbr the
hereafter was central to early Christian artistic expression.
Clearly, this is the result of the new vision of reality
brought by the story of Christ.

The symbols in the catacombs substantiate this view.
The use of the "orant"*¡þg stancling, hands lifted, prâyer
position-attests to union between either Christ and God
or between the soul of the believer and God.
The symbol of the anchor was a powerfil exprcssion
that the Christian's life in Jesus was secure even in death
(I'Ieb. 6:19). Similarly, the symbols of the fish ancl the
clolphin lulfi lled analogous functions.

CHURCH ART
This vision o1' a transf'erral fiom death to life by a
suffering God was not limited to the art of the catacombs.
Al'ter the conversion of Constantine, there was a predicta-

ble growth in the building of "church houses." A central
feature of the architecture of these "church houses" was
the baptistry. The baptistry was either attached to the
"church house" or was within it. Just as the burial place of
the physical body was a locale which provided a means for
artistic expression by the early Christians, so the baptistry
provided a similar resource for artistic expression. One
may also note that as the funeral was a "rite of passage"
for the movement of the soul into the hereafter, baptism
was the means for the transferral of the soul into the
kingdom of God through the new birth.

Overwhelmingly, narrative scenes from the Bible were
the subjects of portrayal on the baptistry. The incident of

Nlot only did the story of Jesus break the
barriers of politics and religion, ¡t â¡so
caused the development of a new artistic

means of expression which eventually
demolished the earlier ways of speaking

about reality.

of politics and religion in the ancient world, it also caused
the development of a new artistic rìeans of expression
which eventually demolished the earlier classical ways of
speaking aesthetically about reality.

BEYOND IMITATIVE ART
Erich Auerbach has observed that the story ol Christ
transcended the limits of imitative aesthetics.3 Christ had
taught by his presence on earth and his life of suffering
that earthly existence was essentially erratic and full of
vagaries. What other conclusion could one draw when he
heard and believecl the story ol a goocl man put to death as

a traitor by his own people? In view of this, it was no
longer possible for the Christian artist to be like the
classicist and portray real life with a set of stereotyped
characters either through the use of comedy or tlagedy in
literature, or with similar categories in plastic art. All the
old distinctions between the sublime and the vulgar were
gone; all the old social ancl aesthetic limits were effaced.a
What we see in early Christian art is a startling new realism, whether it be in the simple but naturalistic depiction
of the cast of unpredictabie characters at the trial of Jesus
as recorded in the Gospels, or the unaffected lines of early
Christian mosaic. One could only be impressed that there
had come to light

John baptizing Jesus reminded the early believers that
even Jesus had submitted to this rite. But the predominant
emphasis in the portrayal of the narrative scenes was that
of deliverance from the powers of the old age into the do

main of a loving God. A common mosaic in East and
West was the woman of Samaria drawing water from the
well. This was a strong reminder that Christ was the true
and living water which delivers from bondage. I-Iealing
scenes ancl the raising of Lazarus were other biblical narrative accounts that appeared frequently on the walls of the
baptistries. Here again the vision of the defeat of death by
the power of Jesus comes lo the fbrefront.
Scenes fiom Olcl Testament narrative were also very
popular artistic expressions on Christian baptistries. Such
incidents as the banishment of Aclam and Eve, Daniel
being preservecl in the lion's den, or Noah in the ark,
through coior ancl line visually captureci something of the
climension of man's bondage in sin and the power of'

Christ's deliverance.
Surely enough has been said to inclicate that early Chris-

tian art is characterized by the strong eonnection between
a sweeping, new vision of reality brought about by Christ
and its expression through the revitalization of symbols
and narrative scenes clrawn lrom the Sclipture or other
sources. Not only did the story of Jesus break the barriers

in the Christian artistic expression a
ol speaking truly about man's ex-

more adequate way

perience in the world.

fl,

has been noted by many writers, the imitative expression of Jesus' suffering redemption of man has lef t a
tremendous ârtistic legaey in the West. f)anTe, Durer,
Michelangelo, and Milton were only a few o{'the great
nalnes of western art who were captul'ed by this vision.
One can even go as fàr as to say that there has never been
a more influential concept in Eut'opean civilization.

ART FÛK Tþ{Ë PËTPLË
But what about the transmission of this legacy in

lhe

Church today'l Il we have learned anything f'rom early
Christian art, it is that its expression and manifestation
grew out of a new way of lookir-rg at the world which came
through reflection upon the meaning of the story ol Jesus.
Art in early Christianity was derived fì'om a group con-

sciousness shared

by all believers, E,very Christian

believed he hacl been deliverecl from death to life by Jesus.

lndeed, many

of the

lines, forms, and even themes in

Christian art were present in earlier classical and
I{ellenistic expressions. But, as we have seen, the old
203
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forms and genres were broken and then transformed by
the impact of the gospel. Unlike classical art, Christian art
was not the prerogative of a small group of the elite and
noble in society who had the time and could afford to
reflect philosphically upon beauty. Christian art came out

of a proletarian community which may not have had the
most sophisticated tastes, but which did have a vision of
its origin and destination both in this world and eternity.

from Nazareth. This cannot be imposed by a group, large
or small, who try to arbitrate a higher taste in Christian artistic expression built on the standards of those who live in
a world with different views of reality. It can only come in
a community that has truly been overwhelmed by the
gospel. Such a community will produce artists who bring
hope to those who are captivated by the hardened and
of reality that are the peculiar mark of our

cynical views
time.

Nor¡s

1

,, ,ron,. that in the church today we have returned to
a situation much closer to the ancidnt classicists than the
early Christians. Small groups of elitist types are forever
tinkering around and trying to educate the Christian community about hymns of more superior taste and quality,
about architecture more suitable to our confession, and
about an appreciation for the most up-todate theories on
religious art. Certainly aesthetic education in the church is
commendable. Appreciation of beauty, like all other areas
of our life, must be taught and learned. Never again should
the church harbor philistinism,
But Christian art will only truly be Christian when it is a
contemporary reaction of believers to the paraclox of
deliverance by God through the suffering of a carpenter

fDorothy Sayers, Creed or Chaos? (New York; Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1949), p. 10.
2ln this connection one should note an interesting leature about early
Christian art. There is a geat reluctance to put the suffering and death of
Christ into portraiture. The preoccupation with the passion as a feature of
Christian art develops in the medieval period. Thus, such themes as the
Good Shepherd and the Jonah account serve as vehicles for conveying
the results of the pæsion. Possibly the reason lor the reluctance to
portray the pæsion was because of Old Testament prohibitions against
representing the divine name or even human figures in the plastic arts,
although by this time much of Judaism had interpreted these resrrictions
liberally. Thq events of the death and resurrection were the most sacred
and mysterious in Christianity.
rErich Auerbach, Dante: Poet of the Secular World, frans. by Ralph
Manheim (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1929), p. 14.

Atbid.

Do You Have a Dream for the Church?
Mission Journal announces an essay contest
to encourage you to share your hopes for the
people of Cod . your vision of what they
can become . your view of how we can be a
more responsible church.
The contest is open to any fulltime under-

graduate college student. Contestants must
submit in triplicate a 2,000- to 2,500-word essay
on "l Have a Dream for the Church." Entries
should be sent to Dr. Paul Keckley, Department of Mass Communications, Middle Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37132,

The best entry will be awarded a $100 cash
prize, plus an expense-paid trip to Mlssion's an-
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nual board meeting in Nashville in June. The
second place award will be $75, and the third,
$50. All three winning essays will be published
in Mission.
Essayists should consider the predominant
Church of Christ readership of Mission. Contest
entries must be postmarked no later than April
1, 1977.

Dare to dream! And share it with others.

!
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For the lact that Jesus commandecl nothing in particular regarding worship and its development but always
emphasized the inwardness and spirituality of worship,
makes it clear that for others who lollowecl l-lim the
road was open to au:ept already existing liturgical lorms
if'only these forms were the natr¡ral expression of their
own inwarcl disposition.
Thus Josef Maria Nielerr wrote in his book, 'l'he Earliest
Christian Liturg.y. Possibty the most important phrase is
the last one concerning "the natural expression ol'their
own inwarcl dispositiorr." Gocl has wound m¿ìn up and set
him toddling down the pike with a fearsome number ol'inner drives, most of which have never been consideled
when examining the worship of the clrurch.
It is impossible to do a first rate job at anything unless
the performer understands why he is cloing it. l-le rnust
also know how others with the same motivations have
¡lerlormed the same tasks. Otherwise we are doomecl to
make many of'the sâmc errors and sul'fer many of'the
same failures. We might also overlook the things which
were elone correetly but have been ignored or forgotten
through the passing years.
Unfbrtunately (or perhaps fbrtLrnately, as we shall see),
very little is said in lhe New 'leslanrent about the type of'
music to be r:sed. Jesus hin,sell'gave no lornrulas or outlines lor worship of either a public or private nature. Possibly he assumecl thal inslinct and practice, as rvell as his
own lif'e of examples, would bring atrout a natural and

Dr. Jack llo.yd is hr:ad o/ the t'horal musit' departntenl at
Abilene Chri.st ian Univer.sity.

spontaneous worship, custom-fitted to each congregation.

Obvior"rsly, this cloes

not meân total license. Paul

was

careÌul to instruct the church in Corinth (1 Cor. 14) that
local custom-in this case the way in which tongue-speaking was practiced-should be curbecl lest it embarrass an
outsider or an uninstructecl person.
The lact that early Christianity was â movement of the

lower classes aflectecl the lorms of music in various places.
The lack of'cultural interchange among the common people marJe lor a lack ol continuity, despite the letters of the
apostles and others. Each area was forced to fall back on
its own resources for inspirational forms of' worship, incluciing church nrusic.
Although many historians note that the Jewish
snyagogue played an important role as a m¿rtrix f'or early
Christian worship, the investigation into the musical inlluences in the various Christian congregations is still in its
infancy. To say that a congregation of fifteen newly-con-

vertecl, non-Jewish Christians living

in a tiny village

a

hunclreci miles north ol Rome would lean heavily on tenlple and synagogLrc music is to f'orce reason beyond reason.

To contencl that. even Jewish Christians living in Ephesus
in the shadow of the fabr"¡lor-rs temple of Diana would go
untoucheci by the goings-on in that city is to also to strain
credulity.
'fhe inner mali will have his ciav, Where we have a neecl,
but do not know, v¿e will invent. Primitive man dicl this,
does this now, ancl will continue to clo so. By "prinritive
n'ìan" we nlean more than those ancient cultures which inhabitecl Central ancl North Ameriea before the Europeans
came. We mean more than the Ainus of'Northern Japan,
or the Aboriginals ol Australia, or f he stone age people of'
205
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Mindanao. We mean also the secretive ¡rart ol so-called
"nrodern man" which responds to certain actions anci
lif'estytes in an instinctive manner. IIe rnay be founcl as
one remembeLs a chilclhoocl song which calls fbrth a l'eeling of'hurnan continuity. LIe may be louncl in the feeling
ol reverence in a quiet forest, or the understanding ol eternity when seeing a newborn child. Call it what you wish. I
call it our primitive heritage.

Just because he can put even the most tumultuolts
emotions into song, he is no longer their helpless victim, but sees them with some degree of objectivity ancl
knows what they mean. Of'course not all songs bring
consolation or comfbrt, nor are they expected to do so,
but mosl. do something to abal.e the strain of troubling
thoughts and obsessing anxieties, even physical pain.
Even when they spring l'rom delight, they make this
less overwhelming and bLing it into the sphere ol more
usual experience. (C.M. Ilowra, Primitive Song.)

This quotation summarizes the primitive mAtl's reason

for music in his religious life, which lor him

virtuatlly

that norrnally used irr m¿rn-to-trtân conversation, the
speaker rilualizes, transforms, ancl ennobles the gesture.
I-le takes it out ol the sphere ol the orclinary ancl rlakes it
distinctive. Gerhardus van der Leeuw, commeniillg on
sermon iutonation, states that it is clifferentiated from
Cregorian chant only by the irnperl'ection ol its structure.

"lt

does not clifÏer at all lrom the magical lormulas of
primitive tribes,"

This is not to say that the Christian church during her

first century was composed of primitives who thought
only on the level of the shaman and the witch-doctor.
Rather, there are certain elements seemingly built into
humanity which require and respond to certain acts which
are now called "religiolls." To this extent, twentieth-century man is a primitive in that he still responcls to the
ritualizecl gesture and the inflectecl voice. The late Senator
llverett Dirkson was ¿ì master ol the "soltly inflected political sermon," il there is such a category of speech/song.
This intoning (inflecting singing) of wolds is a reflection

Whatever is chanted or sung carries greater authority than
that whích is merely spoken . . To this extent, twentieth-century
rnan is a prirnitive in that he still responds to the
nitualized gesttnre and the ünflected voiee.
means total life. It is a cornnron phenomenon in almost
evely culture that whatever is char-rtec1 or sullg carries
greater autholity than that which is merely spoken. This
not only pertains to prayers and reaclings ol sacred scriptures*-or to recitations of remembered epics which
becorne a type of scripturo-but also at times pertains to
sermons. I recall my maternal grandfather, a member of a
clenornination where "praying throttgh" ancl "getting the
s¡lirit" were conmon, ending every phrase ol his daily,
twenty-minute morning prayer with the fbrmLrla:

ßless us, Lord, give us health ancl stlength.

The main bocly of the phrase was "sLlng" on a static reciting note. It generally souncfeci like this:
Bless Stetla (my mother) ancl Jackie, give them health
ancl strength. Bless Presiclent Roosevelt, give him
heallh ancl strength. Bless our preachers and our
cleacons and our missionaries, give them health and
strength.

Illack ministers serving sotle rural southern congregâl.ions olten intone Ï.he mole in"rpassioned parts cll their sermorrs, the effect being gomewh¿rt like an attctioneer selling

a commodity.

In thus giving his worcls a "nonworldly" means of'presentrition, meaning a type of communication other than

I4
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of the emotional

state

ol the worshiper. As Paul E.

Johnson said in his Psycholog.v oJ'Religion:

No expelience is vital or dynamic without emotional
support, and since religion is concerned with the
cleepest needs and highest worths of life, it will
naturally be charged with ernotional urgency. The most
intense feelings appear in the rnosL vital experiences,
The primitive mind was concerned with the same problems as the modern mincl: t-lnderstanding the surrounding
world and eithel assimilating or battling it. Because ol the
constant necessity for fìnding fbod, there was little time
lbr mere musical diversion. Thus, the small lragments ol
time around a campfire or following a hunt were spent trying to understand the Present State ol the Man. Music was
never merely an end in itself. It fbuncl its uselulness when
combined with poetry f'or a song, or usecl with a dance, or
even when utilizecl to ease a monotorìous job. For our purposes we do not need to be concerned with the beginnings
ol music per sel but only with the beginnings of religious
music and in particular worship music, although in the
primitive stages ol music there are no finely drawrr boundary lines between the secular and sacred aspects ol the ar1.

It is important to

keep in mind that the concepl of
music as a "be¡rutiful" object is practically unknown in
primitive cultures, apparently it was also foreign to the
first centr:ry ol Christianity. Primitive tribes speak of
music as "goocl" becausc it is useful. The New Testament
is completely silent on the subject of the beauty of musical
line, probabty because what is thought of'as desirable in

one are¿ì may be.iust tl-re opposite only a few miles away'
BLuno Nettl mentions two ciistantly related tribes of'Great
Plains Inclians of North America, one ol which prefers a
high voice, the other consiclering a low, growling voice
much more attractive. t{ad Paul or another New'l"estament writer decreecl that a nasal tone was bad fbrm, f'ully
half of the ancient world would have been alienatecl since a
nasal musical sound was the standard timbre.
Song was not the only way of expressing this feeling fbr

the Infinite Fower, or the Wolly Ather, to use Rudolf
Otto's phrase. The dance in all probability came first,
followed by carved objects, painted objects (such as the
caves of Lesceaux) ancl poetry either with or without
melody. Because man is somewhat plastic in his instincts,
he has the noble ability to overcome his inborn naivete and
actually learn to be a worshiper, which is, according to R.S.
Lee,"a developed form of instinctive striving." When this
primitive man found he could put his thoughts into words,

and those words iuto an understandable order with
rhythm and music, he was not so much of an outsider in
relation to his world. Order and form in music/dance/
poetry begat order and form in a seemingly formless
universe.
There is one area of primitive music which is totally absent in early Christian music: the magic art of averting evil
by jingling bells or slapping clappers or tapping cymbals,
which goes under the name of opotropaism. Even the Jews
had such in the tiny bells on the garment of the high priest
when he entered the Holy of llolies. The mystery cults of
Asia Minor were rif with such instruments. Egypt used the
flute and reed-pipe as well as the sistra (rattle) in its crude
home worship and in rituals at seed-planting time. Temple
worship was even more elaborate. IJut in Christian worship such instruments were absent.
It is important to remember that generalization was not
used in primitive song. Each song had a particular

whether the event was persoual or commllnal. Even in thet
Greek classic cJramas the chorus told of specifics, not of
generalities.

F'inally, it is in the area of solving riddles that we fincl
the essence of primitive song, Frimitive ntan, whether
from Australia, the Pacifìc Islands, Central Africa, or
South America, knew what he felt and what he could see.
These bothered him, but not so much as what he could no¿
see. IIe could perceive and thus unclerstand the dramas
before his eyes in the forms of rain, growing trees, and the
birth of babies. But where did the living part of a man go
when he "went to his last sleep"? Why could a bird fly but

not swim, and a fish swim but not fly, and where did their
living parts go when one reversed their habitats? To attempt an explanation to his fellow man, primitive man
composed songs based on touchable fact, but which concerned untouchable forces. It has been rightly observed
that just as everyday images ("sleep") are used to make
death more real, so the gods are made to live on the earth
and conduct their activities on it in a familiar manner. A
non-worldly presentation (music) helped briclge the gap
between the known and the unknown.

Now the question:So what? Who really cares that man
responds to a "ritualized gesture"? Who cares that song is
an historic outlet for man's confusion and fears?

Everyone-preacher, elder, song director, man-in-th+
pew-should care that a human being is a fearful and
questing creature. We do not know, but we wish to know.
We fear, but we do not know enough about the object of
our fears to even begin to articulate these fears. We are
confised, and we look to our creative abilities to give us
some sort of rock in a wilderness.
Psychologists know that getting a confised person to articulate a fear is a long step toward conquering that fear. If
that articulation came in the form of a song sung by the

When ¡nan found he could put his thoughts into understandable
words, rhythnn, and nnusic, he was not so mueh of an outsider to
his world. Õrder and form in music/dance/poetry hegat
order and forrn in a seerningly forrnless universe.
messag+*be it the announcement of a hunt or the
celebration ol a rite. Although there is a prevailing current
of 1or rre in primitive poetry and song, epic poetry almost
always arose as choral or vocal works of the community.
There was a desire for group expression in the form of a
singing chorus. It would take up a refrain, either responsiveiy to the leadership of one person, or collectively with a
memorized ciroral song. Toclay these are explained by psychologists as "cult practices" recognizecl by a religious
group and clesignecl to establish closer bonds between its
members.
This becomes a thorny problem in current theology

which emphasizes the individual. It was a collective song
that was used most prominently by primitive man,

whole tribe, or sung for the whole tribe by a respected
leader, then the fear became tribal property, not just something borne by the individual.

Primitive man wanted to get his "communicâtion" out
of the realm of the ordinary conversation, so he sang his
thoughts. He sang of fear, ofjoy, of pain. I{e sang of the
hunt, of drought, of lightning. And he sang of his gods. If
he put into special words ancl melody his ideas about what
he could see and touch, how could he use a less exalted
means of talking to or about the unseen forces?

ln the music of many of our congregations we have lost
the mystery and the "set-apattness" of our music. In a
misguided attempt to involve everyone, we havo hit at a
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common denominator so low that

it

misses the whole

tribe.
Hence, some questions:

Do the hymns we sing answer our fears, or do they
merely give us some pap about a place "beyond the azure
blue"?
Does our music consist of an offering to a God who is as
much greater than man as the sun is greater than the
moon, or do we push God into quasi-pop music that is
brainless in its inaneness?
Does our music reflect the joy of a Christian who truly
knows his God, or is it the silliness of a chewing gum commercial?
Answer: At times, all of the above.
Man wishes to know. When he does not know, he often
becomes confused and fearful. Butjust because he is confused about one problem in his life does not mean that he
sings only about that single problem. Singing all of the time
about the mystery of lightning would not solve the present

problem of no deer falling into the pit. His rnusic reflected

what was important.
Does ours? In an urban society, do our songs reflect a
rural outlook? In the twentieth century, are our hymns a
reflection of nineteenth century simplistic theologies? Are
we more concerned with death, or living? With aging, or
with growing? With others, or with self (count the hymns
that have the word 1 in the title)?
Man needs music. He must have melody, and he must
have his questions answered. V/hen he does not get the
solutions, or at least intelligent questions, in his religious
music, he will go to secular music for the answers. Check
the philosophical, social, and moralistic statements (often
anti-Christian) in many popular songs. The mind of man
abhors a vacuum, and when a vacuum occurs in our religious life, we willfind a filler.
The question now is: Does our church music help or
hinder the inner man and his questions?

!

GOSPEL ADVOCATE IN TRANSITION--A successor to Gospel Advocate editor
B. C. Goodpasture will- probably not be named for three Ëo six mònths, according
to David McQuiddy, president of GA. Goodpasture, who died Feb. 18 at the age
of 81, \^ras editor for 38 years. I'rLrs a cruciat jobrtrsaid McQuiddy. t'r ¡ust
wonrt be rushed into a quick decision.r' The GA is the most widely ãirculated
paper among members of Churches of Christ, wiËh a circulaEion of 40r000.

of arr, rhe French
recen
sLoraËio; program d.esigned to
preserve three famous twelfth-century sËained glass winãowõ aË the Cathedral
of Chartres: The Tree of Jesse, The Childhood of Christ, and The passion.
The leaded windows were taken iro* their mounts, cleaned, coated with pol-yurethane, then remounLed. IumediaËely a barrage of protesËs arose, f"ãa ily
the Association for Ëhe Defense of Francers Stained òlass Windows. The grärrp
charged Lhat Ëhe polyurethane had ruined Ëhe Lransmission of f-ight throu[h
Ëhe windows, Lampered \^rith t,he color balance, and increased the possibillties
for chemical deterioraËion of the glass. At last report, no one had volunËeered to undo the Ledious proeess.
'RESTORATION' MAY DESTROY ART GI¿.SS--Speaking

government

Christian Church (Disciples of
sbyterian, to head its Latin American
DepartmenË. AgainsË critics of the move, Dr. Kenneth Teegard.en, general
minister and president, said he favors hiring people who are members of oLher
denominations as an t'affirmatíve action" program toward church unity.
DISCIPLES

Christ) h
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PRESBYTERIAN--The

TROUBLE OVER EPISCOPAL ORDII{ATIONS--Negative mail has fLooded the
office of Episcopal Bishop Paul Moore, Jr., of the Diocese of New York, who
recenËly ordaíned a homosexual, Ellen Marie BarretL, to Lhe priesthood. Moore,

however, reporËed Ëhat some homosexuals are t'almosË moved Lo tearstr by the
ordination, which they regard as an affirmation of God's love for them."".
Meanwhile, L\i/o Episcopal organitzaxions r.trhich oppose the ordinaËion of women
have had a falling out over sËrategy" The Fellowship of Concerned, Churchmen,
made up of síxEeen tradition-minded groups, voted in Philadelphia Ëo separate
from Angl-icans United. Members of the Fellowship said they disagreed with
Anglicans UniËedrs insisLence on setting up a separate church strucLure
innnediatel-y, and without adequately soliciting l-íke-minded Episcopalians to

join

Lhem

ín Lheir protest.

TV CRITICS SPEAK OUT--Some major sponsors of television programs
have issued. guidel-iãéé to their advertísing agencies designed to cuL down
on violence in the programs they sponsor. Some companies are responding to
stockholder pressure, and, Ëo the v¡ork of the Interfaith Center on Corporate
suggesËed stockholder
Responsíbifity, a coatiËion of 150 religious groups. A t'This
company shall
r""òL.rtion prepared by the inLer-relÍgious group reads:
not allow iËs adverLisemenLs to appear in television programs containing
excessive or gratuitous violencert. . . .And a cormnunicaLions specialist recently
warned that TV conrnercial-s have as great an impact on children as Lhe programs
they sponsor. Ben Logan, of UniLed Methodist Conrnunications, said in Atlanta
that research indicales that most children do noË clearly undersLand the
difference beLween programs and cormnercíals until- abouL the fourth grade. 'Ihe
average child has seen more Lhan 3501000 conrnercials by the time he or she
has completed high school, Logan said. t'Tel-evision is a teaching system without a school boardrrr he said. t'Nobody is checking the curriculum. Nobody is

hiring the teacher.rt

DEPROGRAMMING GETS BAD PRESS--Ted Patrick, specialist ín "deprogramming young people he believes have been hoodwinked into joiníng unconventional
sects, has been imprisoned for violating the terms of a jail sentence" Convíeted of violating Lhe rights of a member of the Hare Kríshna secL, Patríck
was assígned to a work-furlough program. He was pÍcked up again after charges
that he was continuing his deprogrannning work on the sLaters time"",.And five
deprograrmners declined to explain and defend their work at a conference on
the subjecL, sponsored by the Amerícan Civil Liberties Union and the Toronto
Sehool of Theology" Specialists ín law, psychology, and relígion gave their
perspecLives on the issue at a New York meeËíng, A frequent charge was that
parents are frequenLly aroused unnecessarily by misinformatíon spread by
over-eager deprogralffners "

TRIAL IN REVERSfl-*David WaLson, former head of religíous
ed.ucation aË Rictqnansworth Comprehensive School in Hertfordshire Countyt
England, has been fÍred. for teaehÍng pupils to believe in the Adam and Eve
account instead of evolution" IL was fifty-Lwo years ago that teacher John
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By Jay T"rea{

Important to the understanding of Christian art is the
distinction between the representational and fhe symbolic
functions of art. This article traces the significance of this
distinction for the development of Christian art, and for
the use of art in today's church.
In referring to the representational ability of a piece of
art, I mean its power to clepict the physical a¡rpearance of
things. A tourist's snapshot of a landscape may have an extremely high representational function; an impressionist
painting of the same scene will be much less representational; and an abstract painting will have no representational function at all.
The symbolic function of a piece of art is its ability to
convey a perception of meaning or value. A good photo
grapher will be concerned that his or her finished portraits
depict not so much how the subjects looked at a particular
instant, as the essence of their character and perhaps even
how the photographer feels about them. A Renoir landscape may tell us more about Renoir's inner self than
about the mountain he paints. Thus a given piece of art
may be highly representational and either highly or insignifìcantly symbolic. A work may also be low in its power to
represent and high (or low) in its power to communicate a
deeper meaning.

EARLY CHRISTIAN ART
Let us examine the development of Christian art with
this distinction in mind. The earliest extant Christian art is
found on sarcophagi and in catacombs (and in one baptistry that we know ofl) dating from the early third century.
The growth of Christian art \vas hindered during these
early years by two factors: Christianity's emergence from
the imageless Jewish tradition, and its persecution by the
Empire. The art that survives from this century was
largely modeled after contemporary pagan works. Early
Christian art shared with other art work of late antiquity
the classical interest in the sensual beauty of physical
things.

It

was highly representational.

During the fburth and fifth centuries (the centuries
after the edicts of toleration) Christian art began to
develop the characteristics of the style of art we have come
to associate with the Middle Ages: flattened, schematized
figures with wide-open eyes and no plasticity, arranged to
float weightlessly in artificial, forward-looking poses on a
depthless plane without benefit of perspective or shadowing. This shift to a much less representational style of art

Jay 'I'reat, a campus minister in I;la¿¡sta.l'1, Arizona, has cltttbined an inrerest in art and photography with theolo¿¡.y. Ile has
the

M. Div.
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degree ./i'ont Princeton.

THE DESCENT FROM THE CROSS
Lucas Vorsterman after Peter Paul Rubens

Engraving, 23lls inches by'l7tla inches
Print Room, Rijks Museum, Amsterdarn
was not primarily due to loss of previous skills, nor to a
lack of classical models, but to a changing conception of
what art should accomplish.
Unfortunately, we can find no Christian theoreticians of
art from the period to explain this shift for us. We must
turn to a pagan, the Neoplatonic philosopher Plotinus, for
an explanation. In the Enneads he argues for a new way of
seeing nature that ignores its physical appearances in favor
of non-material, ineffable essences. therefore, historians
of Christian art theorize that literal imitations of the physical world began to give way to the new style when the artist, convinced that the spiritual world was his only concern and that material reality was a distraction, concentrated on portraying the invisible spiritual world.
In the malure Christian art of the Middle Ages, then,
the representational function of art was made subordinate
to its symbolic f unction, which sought to communicate the

true meaning of its objects. The Neoplatonic drift of
thought at that time required that the representation of
puTely physical features be disregarcled in order to symbol-

ize the spiritual.

POST-¡\4EDIEVAI Cþ{R¡STIAN ART
When interest in physical beauty was reborn during the
Renaissance, the description of the physical tended to clisregard the spiritual nature, which could not be represented
but only symbolized. There were unusually few artists with
the Christian depth necessary to paint both the spiritual
and the physical at onee.

Comparing the treatments

of the

theme

of "'fhe

Deposition of Christ's Bocly" (from the cross) by Rubens
and ltembrandt illustrates this point. One sees immense
classical beauty in Rubens' painting. It exhibits a beautiful
diagonal organization that shows the downward mov+
ment of the people, and there is an incorporation of each
figure into the whole so that each part is essential to the
total composition. It is justly famous a.s an artistic mâsterpiece.

bear some symbolic forco-but probably f'ar less than if
the same scene were captured by a sensitive photographer

like Cartier-Bresson,
Althor,rgh the neoç:lassieal style of the ]ìenaissanee is
now out of fashion, it is not likely that modern painting
will return to the medieval style. The physical world has
reasserted itself. Christians are realizing more and more
that Neoplatonism is a contradiction of the biblical

doctrine

of creation: that the material universe is good

although fìnite, that it is not eviljust because it is material.
The medieval symbolization is no longer appropriate or

In

n"-¡randt's painting,

we see the tragedy of'people
taking down from the cross the man whom they loved and
in whom they had placed all their hopes. We see the immense gloom and sorrow of the occasion and the intense
grief of Mary. In short, this painting is a Christian masterpiece in that it communicates the rrnaning of the event instead of perfection in composition and representation.

The same contrast can be seen in Rembrandt's treatment of "The Miracle at Emmaus" as opposed to Caravaggio's photographic treatment of a middle class Italian
group discussing something over the table, which goes by
the same name.
Of course, the Rubens and Caravaggio paintings are also
symbolic, but not to the extent of the two Rembrandts. In
a similar way, a typical tourist's snapshot of a scene will

meaningful, but

it

is still the job of Christian art to go

beyond the task of representation to the task of symbolizing meaning in a way that communicates the gospel to the
contemporary world.

OUR NEED FOR SYMBOLS
The power of art lies in its symbolizing function. Symbols are able to open us to levels of reality and meaning
which were closed to us before, partly because of the morethan-verbal character of symbols. Whether the symbol is
an object, a work of art, a dream, or a story, it touches us at
levels of our being that we have learned since Freud to call

"subconscious."
Before we experienced the world in terms of words and
concepts, we experienced it in terms of images and feelings. This nonconceptual way of experiencing the world in
terms of images is more primitive and basic to our beings

.THE DESCENT FROM THE

cRoss'
By Rembrandt van Ryn
Oil on canvas
National Gallery of Art, Washington.
Widener Colleetion.
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than the verbal way which develops later. Our verbal way

of relating to reality does not replace the nonverbal but,
rather, overlays and enriches it. In this rationalistic age we
often fall prey to the notion that we are essentially reasoning conceptual beings and that these other deeper feelings
are irrelevant. This is an illusion.
A symbol that is able to speak to us at these deeper
levels operates without the need for (or the hindrance of)
words. Therefore, a symbol can have many meanings and
many levels of meaning. Words can never exhaust the
meaning of a symbol, and the meaning of a symbol can not
be reduced to words-not even "a thousand" of them.
Because symbols speak to our whole person they have
the capacity to integrate our lives, our values, and our
meanings.

The Christian who understands the power of symbols
will appreciate both the dangers and advantages of using
them in the service of the church. The greatest danger is
that of superstition, which idolatrously ignores the distinction between the symbol and that which it symbolizes. The
symbol is taken literally, as being the very reality to which
it points. The danger of idolatry accounts for the imageless
nature of many churches and synagogues. In the course of
church history, excesses of image worship have precipitated periodic waves of iconoclasm.
But iconoclasm, though not as dangerous as idolatry,
deprives us of symbols and their power to communicate
meaning. Art becomes restricted to designs and visual
aids, as is the case in most of our places of worship.
The visual aid approach to art in the church knows that
people remember what they see and hear better than what
they only hear. It fails to realize the dynamics: That visual
art (as any art) has power to grasp the human soul, to call
forth meanings much richer than mere didactic speech, to
communicate a dimension that is not otherwise communicated. Human beings need the nourishment symbols

decorations, nor that there are not enough visual aids in
church services. These matters are superficial. The weakness with most of our places of worship is that they do
nothing to grasp the soul, to lift it and center it.
The point is illustrated by comparing the paintings in the
early third-century baptistry at Dura-Europa with modern

baptistry paintings. The modern baptistry typically
portrays a landscape. The third-century baptistry depicts
the Good Sheperd rescuing a lamb. Other scenes nearby
also symbolize God's loving-kindness and salvation.

I am not suggesting that only masterpieces should be
allowed in our church buildings, nor that only the artistic
specialist should provide our art. The art that made up the
great medieval c¿thedrals of Europe was provided not only
by the master artisans but by thousands of anonymous
workers who contributed out of their own crçativity. By
and large, the modern human being is not encouraged to
create, except in narrowly defined specializations. We need
a rebirth of popular creativity in the modern world.
Experience shows it is possible. Like the church in other
times and places, we too can move beyond the kind of art
that consists of bare description and decoration, to a kind
of art that grasps the human soul and invites it to focus its
loving attention on the gracious presence of God.

Andre Grabar, The Beginnings of Christian
Art; Eric Newton and William Neil, 2,000 Years of Christian
Suggested reading:

Art; Paul Schreivogel, The World of Art-The World of Youth: A
Primer on the Use of Arts in Youth Ministry;and Pierre Babin,
The Audio-Visual Man.

n

offer.
We are a culture starved for good symbols, symbols that

will integrate our lives. Each night we gather expectantly
around the flickering light of "the national campfire," our
televisions, to hear our storytellers spin their tales and
retell our myths and legends. We seek out music that will
touch our souls. We need this kind of nourishment.

€pífugae
"%/tece /tøa7ée gone?" /te cded.

"S/t/t/t,"
e also need nourishment of this sort in our
churches-in the Lord's supper, in our hymns, in our
preaching, in our art. Paul Tillich has warned, "Without
symbols in which the holy is experienced as present, the
experience of the holy vanishes." Surely this is a danger in
many of our congregations. The people are doing their best
to do God's will, but their experience of the holy presence
of God is attenuated. Except for the singing, symbolization
is kept to a minimum in worship, and correspondingly little means is provided to experience the holy.

The problem is not that our buildings lack attractive
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Lee Holley

BgUOI-o THE CHRIST: A PonTRRYAL IN \ilORDS
AND PICTUnES by Roland H. Bainton. (New
York: Harper & Row, 1974),224 pp. $5.95 (pb).
Reviewed by Everett Ferguson, Professor of church history at
Abilene Christian University.

Roland Bainton, professor emeritus of Yale, is the dean of
American church historians. Moreover, he is an artist in his own
right with a longtime interest in the relation of art to religion. He
writes with wit and incisive style. These qualilìcations, when
combined with the collection of 248 illustrations (black and
white), result in a book which provides an excellent introduction
to the story of Christ as seen by artists through the centuries.
The introduction, although simply written, raises the important questions for Christian art: What are the periods in the
history of Christian art? Is Christian art legitimate, or even
possible? What are the functions of religious art (decorative,
didactic, devotional)? What are the standards for appraising art?
Has the necessary accommodation to social and cultural setting
resulted in the "Christianizing of paganism or the paganizing of
Christianity" (a frequently recurring theme) ?
The body of the book takes up events in the life of Christ according to their sequence in the Gospels. Most attention is given
to the nativity cycle and the passion-resurrection cyclæ-the two
periods most popular with artists through the years. The art
works selected for illustration of the given events from the life
of Christ are discussed in chronological order. Thæe begin in the
third century with the Christian church at Dura on the Euphrates, the catacomb paintings, some sarcophagi, and some other
objects: the earliest Christian art is predominantly symbolic in
character. At the opposite end, chronologically, are some striking
nineteenth and twentieth century representations from the
"third world." Indeed, it would seem that the greåtest vitality in
Christian art in the modern world comes from Asia and Africa
and not from the older centers of the Christian faith.
The author explains that the "work is not directed primarily
toward art historians incidentally interested in religion, but to
persons religiously experienced, who

find in art clues to

a deeper

understanding and a means of commending to others their
faith" (p. 7). In fact, he assumes very little in the way of Christian knowledge on the part of his readers. Each scene from the
life of Christ selected for illustration is accompanied by a brief,

elementary description of the event in the Gospels.
Bainton does not hesitate to offer contemporary reflections on
the story which he hæ to tell. Nor does he avoid negative judgments on certain attempts to portray the gospel story. He has a
preference for an economy of line which subtly suggests realities
beyond appearanc+Rembrandt is here the master (p. 32).
Abstract art in particular comes in for negative strictures. It cannot convey "the inner experiences of the human spirit," which
requires the face and posture; hence it is inadequate for religious
art and especially for Christian art, since this must deal with the
foci of history and personal attitudes.
There are limitations in the book, some dictated by the popular nature of the audience intended. The list ofsources for the illustrations normally gives only the secondary source from which
the illustration wæ taken and not the location or date of the
monument itself. The miracles of Christ are very inadequately
treated. They certainly occupy a larger place in Christian art than
Bainton's treatment would indicate. The representations of the
raising of Lazarus in early Christian art would number in the
hundreds. I would have preferred to see more illustrations from
Greek Christian art: several monuments from the Byzantine tradition would have served as admirable illustrations of themes
discussed æ well as adding a useful dimension to the treatment.
In this connection, the Pictorial Library of Eastern Church Art
would have offered several little volumes of value to the
bibliography.
There are mistakes, bothersome to the specialist, to be corrected, The "phoenix" (p. 18) is a peacock. The Council of
Chalcedon met in 451, and Nestorius wæ condemned at
Ephesus in 431 (p. 22).Peter Waldo died inl2l7 (p. 26). It is a
reversal of the usual understanding to say that the West stressed
Christ's divinity (p. 55). The line drawings used for some of the
pictures are adequate for most purposes, but lack of reference to
the original in the case of Figure 75 results in the impression that
no water is shown. Dura (p. 8l) was abandoned about 256, not
236. The reference to I Corinthians 2 (p. I l1) should be I l:26.
The rectangular table for the Last Supper, even in the West, is a
late medieval development (p. I l3). The "Trinity Sarcophagus"

would push the date for a direct portrayal
before the eighth century (p. 203).

of the Three ç'ell

Thesecaveats will not bother the average re¿der. Thebook is a
helpful introduction to the history of Christian art and a valuable
contribution to the study of the portraiture of Christ. It will be
enjoyable and informative to many readers.
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Heaven." Conrmittal tÒ Christ and
letting his Holy Spirit keep one in
joyful obeclience to him enables a person l.o stay on the heavenward way.
Can any mortal being know which
persons the Lorcl has added to his
church? We need to be careful about
such expressions as "true to the Book"
and "the one true church" (often

heard). The longer we absorb the

Staying ln, But Feels Bereft
Mission has done

it

again!-put

into words the thoughts and leelings I
have had for a long time, ever since I
began to study Scripture seriously and

missionaries who will minister to both
sets of problems.

cate replacement of this twofold
view of reality with the material
secularism ol' the West. To quote:

"...God...must be presented as working through law and order, cause and
effect...lgnorance is the enemy of

people disillusioned because they

reality can be explained in a test tube.
On the contrary, the missionary

could not reconcile their intelligent
questioning and truth-seeking with
the scluelching they receivecl on expressing some original thought.
As lor myself, I have opted to "stay

in" but often feel bereft, not from the
Lord but from a spiritual family.
N¡rvr¡, WrrHHEt.D BY R¡euEsr

Secularism lnadequate
i-Iow encouraging to see doctors
writing about mission work and doing

an excellent job of explaining how
medicine and missions are related!
("Medical Evangelism in Biblical

Christianity." Part of the ignorance
on the American scene is that all

musl not overestimate his ability to
erase and eradicate such "superstitious" beliefs. It is one thing to say
that Jesus has power over evil spirits.
It is something entirely different to
say that such things do not exist.
Problems abound as western medi-

cine crosses cultural bounclaries.
Answers are difficult. The choices
made are oflen not between the best
and the good, but the lesser of two
evils. Doctors who try to make these
choices and relate their Gocl-given
ministry to other cultures deserve

God's richest blessing.

P¡l Hllp (missionary)

Perspective," February issue.)

I

would like to re-enfbrce the
valiclity of the claim that doctors can
evangelize--push pills and prayers.
The non-western person in a nontechnical society views illness in two
categories: (l ) the outward physical
symptoms, (2) the spiritual causowitchcraft, ancestors, evil spirits.
Even secular anthropologists
(Richard Adams) have suggested that
these people can best be treated by
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EDITH HUEY

Which brings me to my major criti
cism ol the article. The authors advo

maturely.
Two articles in the November issue
could have come from my own heart
excepl" that I could not have expressecl
so well. They are "Two Worlds
Apart" and "On Staying or Leaving." I
have seen a number ol great young

it

teaching given by Jesus or through the
apostles the more we become aware
ol lapscs from the instruction we ¿ìre
to obey if we are "true to the Book."

Sacapulas, Guatemala

Heave¡"¡ward Way
The enclosed check

will

help

toward paying publishing and postal
costs. I appreciate "A New Year's Inventory" in this last issue (Jan. 1971).

Also I wish to commend the editor's note fbllowing the note by Josh

Stafford. The (visible) Church

Christ

of'

is not the "l{ighway to

Columbus, Ohio

Let's l-lear lt for f esus!
have just read with thanks the
December 1976 issue of Mission. I
borrowed it from a friend.
I am so glad to see a publication of
this nature; I thoroughly enjoyed all

I

the articles ancl look forward to seeing

rrore. Maybe,

if I

get my nerve up

enough, I will attempt to write an article or story for printing.
l{owever, at the present would
like to request that rny name be put
on your mailing list as a subscriber. I
am enclosing a check to pay for it. If
the price is more, please bill me. And
if there is no cost at all, consider it a
modest donation.

I

Thank you, and let's hear

it for

Jesus!

Snllv Hovnv
Washington, D.C.

Belatee{ RSVP
I would like to add a worcl of
Response to "Opinion/RSVP" on the
morality of sex change operations:

I woulcl have to say "all right" with
emphasis on in cerÍain cases. Surely,
such a move should never be taken
lightly, but in âccounts I have read
there was such imer conflict and mis-

I leel the change was
¡ustilied. Perhaps this is almost a
modern equivaleut of "casting out

ery that
demons."

N¿n¡E WlrunBLD BY REQUBST

OPlNlÕN
*}{äVË"" ã

f
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þåww wæt*åd y@u tremew

Attempts to revitalize worship are of'ten complicated by disagreement over style and form. Some want "high church" awe
and dignity to pervade the servico-resulting in calls to worship,
responsive readings, ¿ind an air ol formality. Others want "low

I like for the worship to be:
church n low church

l-J high

the worshåp?

church" informality-spontaneous singing, testimonials, and
perhaps clapping during some songs. Indicate your prelerence b+
tween these two styles below; then add any comments which ex-

plain or support your view. Mail the lorm to the aildress indicated. Don't delay!

The Editor
Mission Journal

[]

some of

1710 w' Airport Freeway
lrving, Texas 75062

both

Name:

t,l

Check here if you wish your name withheld from

publication

ffiWffiffiffiN
What is art?

If the absence of color

is white and the absence of form

is space, perhaps an artless environment could be compared to solitary, silent, ancl motionless suspension in
white space. Any movement, sound, color, or matter entering this space therefore becomes potential art.
I've never known anyone who woulcl choose to live in a
sterile, artless world. I've never knowrì anyone who would
ehoose to worship in such an environment. All of us appreeiate ârt to some extent. We are touched when the
Twenty-third Psalm is clramatically read; we feel the
âwesome presence of God when we sing or hear "[Iow
Great Thou Art;" and we listen more closely when the
preacher captures the emotio¡r of a moving story.

We are not willing to live without art, yet we are not
willing to fully accept it. 'fhe line is usually drawn by ex-

ol religious restriction. For many churches of
Restoration descent the question is singular: "Did New

pense) taste,

Testament churches ¡lractice this? "
In this issue of Mrssion we are able to cover only a small
portion of the vast territory (we use only a limited number
of art forms). However, we do present a case f'or the arts,
discuss their historical place within the church, and make a
few suggestions as to how art can become a more
meaningful part of'church life.
Our only hope is that these articles will become stimuli
for creative fbrms of worshipful expression.

-HENRy

Goonsppnn
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COMING NEXT MONTH

Martin Marty, one of Americas
foremost analysts of religion,
is featured in a wide-ranging
interview.

Larry Jackson asks what those Church of

Christ census and rate-of -growth figures
really mean.
And just for April Fools Day, we'll have a
quaint picture feature for 'Renewal in the
Pulpit.'
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